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What do we offer?
Outsourcing Advisors offers consultancy services for potential 
investors in Romanian Outsourc-ing industry, start-up consul-
tancy services, advisory on shared services expansion, training 
to outsourcing and call center professionals, coaching services 
for middle and senior management, guidance and career de-
velopment for both outsourcing professionals and ambitious 
aspirants.

What do we do differently?
We manage to stand out in the industry through informing, ed-
ucating and developing the pride to be part of a strong commu-
nity – the Group of Professionals working within the Romanian 
Outsourcing Industry.

Why do we do it?
We believe in the potential of the Outsourcing Community to 
attract new investments and to position Romania as the no.1 
European Outsourcing destination.



Summary

1. Public Speaking;
2. Efficient Selling over the Phone;
3. Global Village: Dealing with Multicultural Differences;
4. Junior Management Bootcamp;
5. Managing Remote Teams;
6. Extending Service Center life cycle—counselling;
7. Personal Branding;
8. Project Management Training;
9. Advanced Influencing Skills—communicating for 
results when stakes are high;
10. 21st Century Time Management;
11. Selling over the e-mail;
12. Ways to deal with difficult customer over the 
phone;
13. Managing customers over the phone—phone skills 
training;
14. Targeted selection;
15. Managing interpersonal skills;
16. Managing conflicts;
17. Setting smart performance measuring systems;
18. Non monetary motivational tools for Shared 
Service Centers.

www.outsourcingadvisors.ro
+40722.221.048
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Efficient Selling over the Phone

Objectives
• To use the active listening skills giving you the best opportunity of find out your customer’s specific 

needs ;
• To identify the subtle nuances that alert you to what your customer really needs and not necessarily 

what they are actually telling you;
• To quickly determine whether the person you are talking to is really looking to buy or whether they are 

merely window-shopping ;
• To know when to talk, when and how to ask questions and when to just keep quiet and listen;
• To uncover your customers’ fears and concerns giving yourself the best chance to meet their needs thus 

creating a much higher level of rapport and trust;
• To understand and use the subtle conversation and political background that influence your customers’ 

decisions;
• To obtain fine grain detail without asking questions, ensuring that you effectively discover everything 

relating to your customers agenda and discovering exactly what they want.

Duration: 2 days

Overview:
This course is designed to enable 
you to operate at the highest level of 
communication and persuasion when selling 
over the phone. It will help you understand 
the need for a positive attitude and how it 
affects your listening and effectiveness, why 
it is so important and so difficult to actively 
listen to customers over the phone and 
what barriers inhibit your effective listening. 
You will learn the importance of having a 
good understanding of industry trends and 
gaining insight into the customer’s business 
context to ensure you truly understand your 
customer’s needs, gain trust and maximize 
your selling opportunities.
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Public Speaking

Duration: 2 days

Overview:
In this interactive, engaging and informative workshop you will discover how to enhance your ability to 
present with impact and power – even in demanding situations. Being a confident, powerful and authentic 
presenter is essential in today’s competitive business environment. Whether you’re delivering to clients or 
colleagues, strong presentation skills are essential for success. Don’t miss this crucial opportunity to learn to 
present with impact, gravitas and influence.

Objectives:
By the end of this course participants will:
• Be able to prepare effective and powerful audience-centered presentations;
• Have a benchmark of best practice for what masterful presenters do and say;
• Appreciate how to adjust messages to suit the situation and the audience;
• Understand the power of confidence, conviction and commitment;
• Have developed their vocal power for even greater impact and presence;
• Feel more comfortable when presenting with little preparation or to bigger groups;
• Know how to use stories, case studies and analogies for memorable presentations;
• Be able to deal with questions, challenges and interruptions with confidence;
• Know how to inspire, influence others to change mindset and behavior.
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Junior 
Management 
Bootcamp

Objectives:
• This program will enable participants to:
• Align individual and organisational goals, and agree outcome-focused objectives;
• Set clear and concise performance objectives using the S-M-A-R-T model ;
• Understand and apply the competency model when managing performance;
• Align objectives to development needs and construct an effective plan for further development;
• Prepare and conduct positive and productive performance meetings (formal and continuous);
• Focus performance through coaching and feedback;
• Manage poor performance and deliver difficult feedback;
• Identify their own personal motivational drivers and that of their direct reports;
• Use and apply management models to remotely manage geographically and functionally diverse teams 

more effectively;
• Develop efficient talent management strategies and invest in potential;
• Develop and apply coaching skills in the on-going performance management process with their teams;
• Create an organizational culture of coaching and leadership that can unveil people’s potential, improve 

employee motivation and ultimately business results.

Duration: 3 days

Audience: newly promoted team 
managers who need to consolidate and 
improve their management and leadership 
skills. It is also a good refresher in many 
management areas for experienced 
managers.

Overview:
The program aims to help new managers in 
their transition to a people management role 
and to equip them with the knowledge and 
skills to develop the performance of the peo-
ple they manage.
The workshop is designed to be very prac-
tical, highlighting the challenges involved 
in managing performance effectively and 
provides the opportunity for learning through 
experience, practice and reflection.

The program aims to offer new managers a good 
understanding of the 3 pillars of an efficient management 
system: Performance Management, Talent Management 
and Coaching for Managers.
It also aims to reinforce and embed coaching behaviors 
in a safe experiential environment where delegates are 
able to embrace risk, challenge themselves and develop 
coaching confidence & agility.
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Global Village:
Dealing with Multicultural Differences

Duration: 2 days Overview:
The “Global Village: Dealing with Multicultural Differences“ program 
focuses on helping you increase cultural awareness and sensitivity 
towards people from other countries and cultures. You’ll learn the 
dimensions of cross-cultural differences, and understand your own 
cultural values and how they impact daily global interactions.
This course will acquaint learners with some of the key cultural 
models and concepts important to understanding multicultural 
differences. Participants will take a Cultural Assessment Profile to 
understand their preferred work style, they will identify similarities 
and differences with global colleagues’ work styles and get advice for 
bridging any gaps.
By attending this highly interactive workshop, you will be able to:
• Gain insight into core cross-cultural models and frameworks, to 

assist in understanding the impact of cultural differences;
• Use intercultural concepts to understand your own and others’ 

work styles ;
• Develop strategies for improving interactions and communication 

across cultures ‘
• Understand the concept of style-switching to bridge cultural gaps 

in order to collaborate more effectively with global colleagues.

Audience: professionals 
working abroad or in multicultural 
environments and dealing with 
different nationalities.

Objectives
Program benefits include:
• Knowledge, strategies and skills for working productively across cultures in a global team and business 

environment leading to: better ability to predict and understand the behaviors and expectations of col-
leagues and customers in other world regions.

• Improved cross-cultural communication resulting in: fewer interpersonal conflicts, misunderstandings, 
and costly mistakes.

• Enhanced teamwork and more effective working relationships with global counterparts contributing to: 
greater productivity and customer satisfaction.
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Managing Remote Teams

Duration: 2 days
Audience: Team-leaders and senior managers managing remote and virtual teams.

Overview:
Working remotely and in virtual teams has become commonplace in today’s business environment and this 
creates some significant management challenges. This course will address these challenges and introduce 
practical tools and techniques that can be used and applied immediately.
The course is structured around 5 key pillars critical in remote management situations:
1. Community: how to create a sense of community in remote or virtual teams; how to align loyalties; the 
importance of a clear vision and goals; building productive relationships and managing motivation.
2. Cooperation: how cooperation changes in remote teams; when to work together and when to work 
independently; influencing without authority; building trust and loyalty.
3. Control: how to balance trust and control; where to get involved, where to avoid getting involved; when and 
where you can let go; cross cultural issues.
4. Coaching: how to develop others remotely including practice to develop skills.
Communication: the costs of over-communication; risks of under-communication; cross-cultural differences; 
using the right communication tool for the task.

Objectives
• To improve competence and confidence in managing remotely to ensure maximum performance and 

realization of individual potential
• To provide tips, tools & techniques and best practice ideas on how best to manage remotely
• Enhance global Teamwork and ensure global Leadership Development
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Extending 
Service Center 
Life Cycle 
Counselling

Duration: one day

Overview:
This is a workshop for team managers and senior managers 
in charge with service centers business development. Based 
on our consultants experience we offer a variety of tips that 
can support the expansion of the service center or the life 
cycle extension.

Personal 
Branding

This workshop is designed to help managers to understand they have an internal personal brand whether 
they like it or not and the importance of consciously developing a unique Personal Brand.
Participants will learn how to internal communication channels to raise their profile, enhance their career 
prospects and have a greater sense of well-being. The workshop will also focus on networking techniques – 
how to target specific groups and create personal visibility or for the managed business.

Duration: one day

The day will be interactive - full of exercises that will encourage reflection, reveal helpful insights, and bring 
about opportunities for participants to make changes for the better
What You Get With the Program:
• A complete guidebook for the training
• Best practices, tips and tricks to get the best results FAST
• Insider secrets and pro-tips to hit the ground running
• Action planners to put your plan into action
• Bonus resources and handouts to give you additional information needed for success
• Hands-on examples and exercises to put your plan in action
• Networking and the opportunity to meet other professionals
• Opportunity for Q&A to personally ask your questions and have them answered
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Project Management 
Training

The difference between the success or failure of a business project is determined by the people involved 
and how well they communicate together, and the amount of planning and preparation done. A clearly 
communicated goal and specific tasks based on individual competencies and work preferences will create a 
strong, motivated team with a desire for success.

Overview:
To equip participants with the knowledge and skills to increase individual effectiveness and efficiency in the 
workplace, accelerate the delivery of results and remain focused on achieving the desired results despite 
distraction, obstacles or setbacks.

Objectives
After the course, participants will:
• Know how to distinguish between effective and efficient processes
• Be able to assess personal work habits and minimize behaviors that impact negatively on achieving the 

plan
• Know how to use proven techniques to create plans that deliver results
• Have gained insight and knowledge of how to accelerate the delivery of results
• Know how to decide priorities, assess relative importance and apply resources to those priorities

Duration: 2 days
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Advanced Influencing Skills:
communicating for results 
when stakes are high!

Duration: 2 days

Overview:
During this highly practical and interactive course, participants will identify their communication challenges, 
explore several models of communication, and discuss perception and its impact on understanding. We 
will also cover body language and other nonverbal cues, verbal communication, tone of voice, written 
communication, tactics for positioning messages, and strategies for dealing with miscommunication and 
misunderstanding.

Objectives
The content and approach of this program will help you to:
• Develop the skills of influencing others to obtain outcomes that benefit all;
• Understand and practice the processes and behaviors that lead to effective teamwork;
• Understand the importance of an objective driven approach;
• Improve your self awareness and take responsibility for your own performance;
• Increase your contribution to the teams in which you work;
• Create a specific development and action plan that will enable you to apply the learning back at work;
• Develop a common language for effective teamwork.
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21st Century 
Time Management
Duration: 2 days

Overview:
Learn how to work smarter and gain an 
invaluable commodity in today’s society: time. 
You can do more in less time and be better 
balanced! You will experience the difference 
immediately. The unique integrated concept 
is based on speed reading, mind mapping, 
memory techniques, concentration, motivation 
and creative thinking.
During this training participants will get an 
overview of their current lifestyle, learn to focus 
on important things and set their priorities, set 
realistic and exciting goals for themselves, will 
learn to better control their 24-hour day and 
reduce stress.

Objectives
• This training will enable you to:
• Brings project to completion and unites teams and organizations under a shared vision, mission and 

purpose.
• Promotes getting the most important things done first and encourages direct effectiveness.
• Helps people understand problems, resulting in targeted solutions; and promote better communications, 

leading to successful problem solving.
• Promotes continuous improvements and safeguards against “burn-out” and subsequent non-

productivity.

After attending this training you will be able to make a fundamental change in the way you focus and 
execute your activities, improve relationships, and confront the never-ending problems, taking advantage of 
new opportunities. This can be achieved by:
• Creating a change with regards to common and ineffective tendencies and behaviors
• Creating a high level of confidence
• Developing strong interdependent relationships
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Selling over the email

Duration: one day
This is a one day program focused on offering tips and tricks for better email structure, advanced business 
written communication, timing, sales over the email and follow-up actions. E.g.:

1. Subject lines: Remember that only 20 percent to 40 percent of your emails will actually get 
opened, though most of your subject lines will be seen. To boost your open rates, think of short, catchy, and 
informative subject lines. You should try to dangle compelling information (“The future of sales emails”), and 
you can even try adding some mystery (“Strange question”). We also recommend personalized subject lines, 
if possible (“Hunter Sullivan suggested I contact you”).

2. Your tone: Portray yourself as someone that other people can connect to. You’ll want to show your 
recipients that you care about hearing back from them... so you can’t simply sound like you’re just sending 
another mass email. Never use “Dear sir or Madam,” and stay away from overly formal language.

3. Email content: Make your emails short, simple, and easy to quickly digest. Your leads are busy 
people with jobs, too, so you need to maintain their interest. Do your research and find out what resonates 
for your prospects. Try to get an introduction to them or, if that’s not possible, figure out in more detail what 
they or their company do. Tell them why you’re emailing them, specifically. Talk about how you can solve a 
problem for them.

4. Your sign-off: End your emails with a definitive, clear call to action. Make it dead simple for your 
recipients to say yes-;whether it’s to a meeting, phone call, or product demo. Don’t ask them for permission. 
If you want a phone call, then say “Call me right now at X for more details.”

5. Your timing: Reach out to your leads when they’re not too busy. Make sure you avoid heavy traffic 
times like Monday mornings. Based on our tracking data, we recommend the middle of the week, mid-day, as 
the best time to send emails.

6. Your image: First impressions are important both in person and online. The tone and formatting 
of your email is all your recipients have to judge you by. Make sure you are being professional, clear, and 
easy to understand. Stay away from over-formatted emails that look gimmicky, but don’t hesitate to call out 
important information in bold or bullet points.

7. Your homework: Send yourself a sales email. Put yourself in your leads’ shoes. If you were 
them, would you open this email? Would you spend more than two seconds reading it? If so, what would you 
do next?

The first time you read this list, you’ll probably think “I already knew all that.” But, do what I did. Go look at the 
last 10 emails you sent to prospects or new contacts and read them with a critical eye to see if you followed 
all seven tips. I scored four or five on all of mine, but not a seven on any one of them.
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Other Training Programs offered 
by Outsourcing Advisors:

• Ways to deal with difficult customers over the phone/1 day
• Managing customers over the phone (phone skills program , managing 

complaints)/1 day
• Targeted selection/2 days program – Past behaviors predict future be-

haviors, one of the best recruitment and selection methods
• Managing interpersonal skills – 1 day
• Managing conflicts- 1 day 
• Setting smart performance measuring systems – 1 day 
• Non monetary motivation programs and tools for service centers – 1 

day
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